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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED FROM MEMBER STATES 
REGARDING THE EXPORT OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

AND OF CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF EQUIPMENT 
AND OTHER MATERIAL 

1. The Director General has received letters concerning the export of nuclear material 
and of certain categories of equipment and other material from the following Resident 
Representatives to the International Atomic Energy Agency: a letter dated 28 February 1994 
from the Resident Representative of France; letters dated 1 March 1994 from the Resident 
Representatives of Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
and the United States of America; and a letter dated 22 March 1994 from the Resident 
Representative of Romania. 

2. In the light of the wish expressed at the end of each letter, the text of the letters is 
attached hereto. 



INFCIRC/209/Rev.l/Mod.2 
Attachment 

LETTER 

I have the honour to refer to [relevant previous communication(s)] from the 
Resident Representative of [Member State] to the International Atomic Energy 
Agency. 

In the years since the procedures described in INFCIRC/209 were 
formulated for the export of certain categories of equipment and material 
especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or production of 
special fissionable material, developments in nuclear technology have 
brought about the need to clarify parts of the Trigger List originally 
incorporated in Memorandum В of INFCIRC/209. Such clarifications have 
been covered in INFCIRC/209/Mods.l, 2 ,3 and 4 (consolidated in 
INFCIRC/209/Rev.l) and in INFCIRC/209/Rev.l/Mod.l. 

My Goverment now thinks it desirable further to clarify those parts of the 
Trigger List which refer to equipment especially designed or prepared for the 
separation of isotopes of uranium; and to primary coolant pumps. I 
therefore wish to inform you that the existing sections 1 and 5 of the Annex 
to INFCIRC/209/Rev.l (Clarification of Items on the Tigger List) should be 
replaced by the text set out in the attachment to this letter. 

As hitherto, my Government reserves to itself the right to exercise discretion 
with regard to the interpretation and implementation of the procedures set out 
and the right to control, if it wishes, the export of relevant items other than 
those specified in the aforementioned attachment to this letter. 

[The Government of (Member State), so far as trade within the European 
Union is concerned, will implement these procedures in the light of its 
commitments as a Member State of that Union]1 

I should be grateful if you would circulate the text of this letter and its 
attachment to all Member States for their information. 

1 This paragraph is included only in the letters sent by the Governments of Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
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ANNEX 
CLARIFICATION OF ITEMS ON THE TRIGGER LIST 

(AS DESIGNATED IN SECTION 2 OF MEMORANDUM B) 

Reactors ana equipment thereror 

Complete nuclear reactors 

Nuaear reactors caoaoie от operation so as to maintain a controlled self-sustaining fission 
chain reaction, excluding zero energy reactors, the latter being aefinea as reactors with a 
designee maximum rate от Droouction or plutonium not exceeding WO grams per year. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

A "nuclear reactor" basically тешам me items wimm or anacnea airecsy to tne reactor vessel, me eauomem wnen 
centrais me iev« at cower m tne core, ana me components wnicn normally contain or come in airea contact witti or 
control me primary coolant ot me reactor core. 

it is not interned to exaude reactors wnicn couid reasonawv oe caoaoie ot modification to produce латйсапву mora 
Tian 100 grams or plutonium oer year. Reactors designee for sustained ooeraoon at signmcam power tevett. rega/owes 
ot meircaoacny tor oiutonium orocucocn are not consiaerea as 'zero energy reactors* 

EXPORTS 

The exoon ol me wr.ote set ot major items wimm mis boundary win taxe place only in accordance with me procedures of 
tne Guidelines. Those individual items witnin mis functionally delineo boundary wnicn will be evened only in 
accordance wim me orocsoursa ot me Guidelines are iireo in paragrapnt 1.2. to 1.7. The Government reserves the 
ngnt to apply me procedures of me Guidelines to omer items witr.'n me functionally defined boundary. 

Reactor pressure vessels 

Metal vessels, as comoiete units or as major shoD-tabncated carts theretor. which are 
especially designed or preoarea to contain the cere of a nuc:ear reactor as defined in 
paragraph 1.1. above ana are caoaple ot wrthstanaing :ne operating pressure of the pnmary 
ccoiant. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

A too ci ate tor a reactor pressure vessel is covered cv item t 2. as a maior snoo-raoncaso part ot a pressure vessel. 

Reactor internais leg support columns ало Diates icr one cere ano otner vessel internais, control roa guide tuoes. 
ïiermai snieias. oarfles. core ana elates, aiffuser oiates. etc.) are normally suppiiea ov the reactor supplier, in some 
cases, certain internai support ccmpcnens ate mcuceo m me laoncason ot me cressure vessel. These items are 
surticmnay cnocai to me safety ana reiiaoiiity or me eoeraaon ot me reactor lana, meretore. ю me guarantees and 
aomtv of me reactor suppiien, so mat meir suopry. oucsiae me oasic suooiy arrangement for me reactor rtsetf. would not 

oe common practice. Thereroie. amcugn me separate suoory cr mese ипюие. esoeoaify aesignea and préparée. 
enseal, large ало expensive items would not necessamv ce considérée as tailing cutsioe me area of cennem. sucn a 
Tiooe or suopry is consiaerea unnxerv 

Reactor fuel charging and discharging machines 

Manipulative equipment especially designed or prepared for inserting or removing fuel in a 
nuciear reaaor as defined in paragraph 1.1. above cacaole of on-ioad operation or employing 
technically sophisticated positioning or alignment features to allow complex off-load fuelling 
operations such as those in which direct viewing ot or access to the fuel Is not normally 
available. 
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Reactor control rods 

Rods especially designed or preoarea for the control of the reaction rate m a nuclear reactor 
as aetined in paraqrapn 1. l . above. 

HXPLANATCRYNOTE 

~bis item memoes, in аааюоп to me neutron acsoroina рал. Т.в suoport or susoensicn structures tr.efetof it sucpned 
seoarateiy 

1.5. Reactor pressure tubes 

Tubes which are especially designed or orepareo to contain fuel elements and the pnmary 
coolant in a reactor as aefineo in рагадгарп 1.1. above at an operating pressure in excess of 
5.1 MPa(740psi). 

1.6. Zirconium tubes 

Zirconium metal and alloys in the form of tubes or assemblies of tubes, and in quantities 
exceeding 500 kg in any period of 12 months, especially designed or prepared tor use in a 
reactor as defined in paragraph 1.1. above, and in which the relation of hafnium to zirconium 
is less than 1:500 parts by weight. 

1.7. Primary coolant pumps 

Pumps especially designed or prepared for circulating the primary coolant for nuclear reactors 
as defined in paragraph 1.1. above. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Especially designed or preparad pumps may include elaborate sealed or mula-seaJed systems to ргвмЛ leakage of 
pnmary coolant canned-driven pumps, and pumps with merOaJ mass systems. This aefiniDon encompasses pumps 
certified to NC-1 or equivalent standards. 

5. Plants for the separation of isotopes of uranium and equipment, other 
than analytical instruments, especially designed or prepared therefor 
Items of equipment that are considered to fall within the meaning of the phrase "equipment. 
other than analytical instruments, especially designed or preparea" for the separation of 
isotopes of uranium include: 

5.1. Gas centrifuges and assemblies and components especially designed or prepared for 
use in gas centrifuges 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The gas centrifuge normally consists ot a tfim-waileo cyimder(s) ot between 75 mm <3 in) ana 400 mm (16 in) diameter 
contained in a vacuum environment and soun at high pencherai soeec of me order of 300 rrvs or more with IB central 
axis vertical. In order to achieve high speeo the materials of conseucoon tor me rooting componerte nave o be of a 
high strengtn to density raoo and the rotor assemoly. and hence its individual components, have to M manufactured В 
very dose tolerances in order to minimize me unoaiance. In contrast to other centrifuges, me gas centrifuge tor uranium 
enrichment is charactenzea oy having within me rotor chamber a rooting aisc-snapeo baffle(s) and a stationary tub* 
arrangement for feeding and extracting me UF, gas and leauruig at least 3 separata channels, of which 2 an 
connected to scoops extending from me rotor axis towards me penonery oi me rotor onamoer. Also conaewd within i » 
vacuum environment are a numoer of critical items which do not rotate and which although they are esoeoalfy designed 
are not difficult to faoncate nor are they fabricated out of unioue materia». A centrifuge facility however requires a large 
numoer ot these comoonents. so mat Quantises can orovide an imoonant indication of end use 

5.1.1. Rotating components 
(a) Complete rotor assemDiies: 

Thin-walled cylinders, or a number ot interconnected thin-walled cylinders, manufactured from 
one or more of the high strength to densitv ratio materials descnbed m the EXPLANATORY NOTE 
to this Section; 
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If interconnects, the cylinders are torneo together Cy flexible bellows or rings as cescnbed in 
section 5.1.1.(0 following. The rotor is fitted with an internal batfle(s) and епч. caos, as 
descnoed in section 5.1.1.id) and (e) following, if in final form. However the complete 
assemoly may De deliverea only partly assembled. 

(b) Rotor tubes: 

SsDeciaily designed or preoared thin-waned cylinders witn thickness of 12 mm (0.5 in) or less. 
a diameter ot between 75 mm (3 mi ana ¿00 mm (16 in), and manutacturea from one or more 
of the h:gh strength to censity ratio materials cescnoed in the EXPLANATORY NOTE to this 
Section 

(c) flings or Bellows: 

ComDonents especially designed or prepared to give localized suoport to the rotor tube or to 
join together a number of rotor tubes. The Deilows is a short cylinder of wail thickness 3 mm 
(0.12 in) or less, a diameter of between 75 mm (3 in) and 400 mm (16 in), having a convolute, 
and manufactured from one cf the high strength to density ratio matenals descnbed in the 
EXPLANATORY NOTE tO this Section. 

(d) Baffles: 

Disc-shaped components of between 75 mm (3 in) and 400 mm (16 in) diameter especially 
designed or prepared to be mounted inside the centrifuge rotor tube, in order to isolate the 
take-off chamber from the main separation chamber and, in some cases, to assist the UF, 
gas circulation within the mam separation chamber of the rotor tube, and manufactured from 
one of the high strength to density ratio materials descnbed in the EXPLANATORY NOTE to this 
Section. 

(e) Top caps/Bottom caps: 

Disc-shaped components of between 75 mm (3 inland 400 mm (16 in) diameter especially 
designed or prepared to fit to the ends ot the rotor tube, and so contain the UF, within the 
rotor tube, and in some cases to support, retain or contain as an integrated part an element of 
the upper bearing (top cap) or to carry the rotating elements of the motor and lower bearing 
(bottom cap), and manufactured from one of the high strength to density ratio materials 
descnbed in the EXPLANATORY NOTE to this Section. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The matenals used lor centrifuge rotating components are. 

(a) Maragmg steel capable ot ал ultimate tensile strength ot 2.05 io* N/ma (300.000 psi) or more: 

(b) Aluminium alloys capable ot an ultimate tensile strength ot 0 46-10' N/mJ (67.0CO psi) or more: 

(c) Filamentary materials suitable tor use m composite structures and having a specific modulus ot 12.3 10* m or 
greater and a specific ultimate tensile strength of 0 310* m or greater (Specific Modulus is the Youngs Modulus in N/m3 

divided by me specific weignt in N/mJ: 'Specific Ultimate Tensile Strength' is the ultimate tensile strength in N/mJ divided 
by the specific weignt in N/m') 

5.1.2. Static components 

(a) Magnetic suspension bearings: 

Especially designed or prepared bearing assemblies consisting of an annular magnet 
suspended within a housing containing a damping medium. The housing will be manufactured 
from a UF,-resistant matenal (see EXPLANATORY NOTE to Section 5.2.). The magnet couples 
with a pole piece or a second magnet fitted to the top cap descnbed in Section 5.1.1.(e). The 
magnet may be ring-shaped with a relation between outer and inner diameter smaller or equal 
to 1.6:1. The magnet may be in a form having an initial permeability of 0.15 H/m (120,000 in 
CGS units) or more, or a remanence ot 98.5% or more, or an energy product of greater than 
80 kj/ma (10' gauss-oersteds). In addition to the usual matenal properties, rt is a prerequisite 
that the deviation of the magnetic axes <rom the geometrical axes is limited to very small 



tolerances (lower than 0.1 mm or 0.004 mi or that homogeneity of the matenal of the magnet 
is specially called for. 

(b) 8earingsDampers: 

Especially designed or preoarea bearings compnsmg a pivot/cup assemoly mounted on a 
damoer. The pivot is normally a hardened stee¡ shaft with a hemisonere at one end wnh a 
means of attachment to the bottom cao aescnbed in section 5.1. Tie) at the other. The snatt 

may however have a nyarooynamic ceanng attacned. The CUD IS peiiet-snaoeo with a 
hemispnerical indentation m one sunace. These components are orten suppiiea separately to 
the damper. 

(c) Molecular pumps: 

Especially designed or prepared cylinders having internally macnmed or extruded helical 
grooves and internally macnmed bores. Typical dimensions are as follows: 75 mm (3 in) to 
400 mm (16 in) internal diameter. 10 mm (0.4 in) or more wall thicKness with irte length equal 
to or greater than the diameter. The grooves are typically rectangular in cross-section ano 2 
mm (0.08 in) or more in depth. 

(d) Motor stators: 

Especially designed or prepared ring-shaped stators for high speed multiphase AC hysteresis 
(or reluctance) motors for synchronous operation within a vacuum in the frequency range ot 
600 - 2000 Hz and a power range of 50 - Ю00 VA. The stators consist of multi-phase 
windings on a laminated low loss iron core comprised of thin layers typically 2.0 mm (0.08 in) 
thick or less. 

(e) Centrifuge housing/recipients 

Components especially designed or prepared to contain the rotor tube assembly of a gas 
centrifuge. The housing consists of a rigid cylinder of wall thickness up to 30 mm (1.2 in) wr*h 
precision machined ends to locate the bearings and with one or more flanges for mounting. 
The machined ends are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the cylinder's longitudinal 
axis to within 0.05 degrees or less. The housing may also be a honeycomb type structure to 
accomodate several rotor tubes. The housings are made of or protected by materials resistant 
to corrosion by UF6 

(f) Scoops 

Especially designed or prepared tubes of up to 12 mm (0.5 in) internal diameter tor the 
extraction of UF5 gas from within the rotor tube by a Pitot tube action (that is. with an aperture 
facing into the circumferential gas flow within the rotor tube, for example by bending the end 
of a radially disposed tube) and capable of being fixed to the central gas extraction system. 
The tubes are made of or protected by materials resistant to corrosion by UFS. 

5.2. Especially designed or prepared auxiliary systems, equipment and components for 
gas centrifuge enrichment plants 
INTHOOUCTOflY NOTE 

The auxiliary systems, equipment and components for a gas centrifuge enrichment plant ate me systems ol plant 
needed to feed UF, to trie eentnfuges. ю link tne individual centrifuges to eacn otner to term cascades tor stages) в 
allow lor progressively nicher ennenments and to extract trie procjcr and tails' UF, "rom me centnfuges. togetner with 
Tie eauipment required to orrve trie centrifuges or о control trie plant. 

Normally UF« is evaporated from trie solid using neated autoclaves ana is distributed m gaseous form to tut centrifuge» 
by way of cascade neaoer pipeworK. The prooucr and tails' UF, gaseous streams (lowing from trie censifuges are also 
passed oy way ot cascade neacer pipewor* to coid traps (operating at aooui 203 к (-70'Ci) wnere tney are condensed 
prior to onward transfer into suitable containers for transportation or storage. Because an enncnmem plant consists of 
many thousands of centnfuges arranged m cascades mere are many Kilometer» ot cascade neaoer pipevork. 
incorporating mousanos ot welds with a substantial amount of repeoson ot layout The equipment, components ?пы 
piping systems are faoricated to very nigh vacuum and cleanliness standards 
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5.2.1. Feea systems/product and tails withdrawal systems 

Especially designed or préparée process systems including: 

Feea autoclaves <or stations), used for cassing UFÇ to the centnfuge cascades at up to 
100 kPa ! 15 osi) ana at a rate ot *. kgn or more: 

Desuolimers tor cold traps) usea to remove UF« from the cascaaes at up to 3 kPa (0.5 
psi) pressure. The oesuDiimers are capable ot being cnilled to 203 К í-70'C) ana heated 
t0 343Kí7G'C). 

Product' ano Tails' stations usea for trapping UF« into ccntameis. 

This plant, equipment and pipeworK is wnolly made of or lineo with UFç-resistant materials 
(see EXPLANATORY NOTE to this section) ana is fabncated to very hign vacuum and cleanliness 
standards. 

5.2.2. Machine header piping systems 

Especially designed or prepared piping systems and header systems tor handling UFe within 
the centrifuge cascades. The piping network is normally of the triple' header system with 
each centrifuge connected to each of the headers. There is thus a substantial amount of 
repetition in its form. It is wholly made of UF6-resistant materials (see EXPLANATORY NOTE to 
this section) and is fabncated to very high vacuum and cleanliness standards. 

5.2.3. UF, mass spectrometers/ion sources 

Especially designed or prepared magnetic or quadrupole mass spectrometers capable of 
taking on-line' samples of feed, product or tails, from UFe gas streams and having ail of the 
following characteristics: 

1. Unit resolution for atomic mass unit greater than 320; 

2. Ion sources constructed of or lined with nichrome or monel or nickel plated; 

3. Electron bombardment ionization sources; 

4. Having a collector system suitable for isotopic analysis. 

5.2.4. Frequency changers 

Frequency changers (also known as converters or invertors) especially designed or prepared 
to supply motor stators as defined under 5.i.2.(d), or parts, components and sub-assemblies 
of such frequency changers having all of the following crtaractenstics: 

1. A multiphase output of 600 to 2000 Hz: 

2. High stability (with frequency control better than 0.1%); 

3. Low harmonic distortion (less than 2%); and 

4. An efficiency of greater than 80%. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The items listed aoove eitner come into direct contact witft me UF, process gas or oirecsy control (Me centnfuges and 
¡tie passage oi trie gas from centrifuge to centrifuge ana cascade to cascade. 

Materials resistant a corrosion by uF, include stainless steel, aluminium, aluminium aiioys, nickel or alloys containing 
60% or more nickel. 
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5.3. Especially designed or prepared assemblies and components for use in gaseous 
diffusion enrichment 

NTAOOUCTCRY NOTE 

n me qaseous aittusion metnoa 01 uranium isotooe seoaraoon. ¡ne main tecnnoiocicai assemorv л a special porous 
gaseous oiffuaon earner, rteat excnanoer tor coouno tne gas itvnicn is neatea ov me process 01 compression), seal 
.aives ana control varves. ana cioeunes masmucn as gaseous airtusion tecnnoiogy uses uranium nexatiuonee iUF«). 
ail eouipmew. cipeune and inscrumemaoon surraces imat come in contact witn me aasi must De maae ot materials mat 
remain siaoie m contact witn uF. A gaseous aiftusion тасшгу reauires a numoer ot mese assemoiies. so tnat quantities 
can provioe an important inaicacon or ena use. 

5.3.1. Gaseous diffusion barriers 

(a) Especially designed or prepared thin, porous filters, with a pore size of 100 - 1,000 A 
(angstroms), a thickness of 5 mm (0.2 in) or less, and for tubular forms, a diameter of 25 mm 
(1 in) or less, made of metallic, polymer or ceramic matenals resistant to corrosion by UF6. 
and 

(b) especially prepared compounds or powders for the manufacture of such filters. Such 
compounds and powders include nickel or alloys containing 60 per cent or more nickel, 
aluminium oxide, or UF6-resistant fully fluonnated hydrocarbon polymers having a purity of 
99.9 per cent or more, a particle size less than Ю microns, and a nigh degree of particle size 
uniformity, which are especially prepared for the manufacture of gaseous diffusion barriers. 

5.3.2. Diffuser housings 

Especially designed or prepared hermetically sealed cylindrical vessels greater than 300 mm 
(12 in) in diameter and greater than 900 mm (35 in) in length, or rectangular vessels of 
comparable dimensions, which have an inlet connection and two outlet connections all of 
which are greater than 50 mm (2 in) in diameter, for containing the gaseous diffusion barrier, 
made of or lined with UF,-resistant matenals and designed for horizontal or vertical 
installation. 

5.3.3. Compressors and gas blowers 

Especially designed or prepared axial, centrifugal, or positive displacement compressors, or 
gas blowers with a suction volume capacity of 1 nrVmin or more of UFe, and with a discharge 
pressure of up to several hundred kPa (100 psi), designed for long-term operation in the UF, 
environment with or without an electrical motor of appropriate power, as well as separate 
assemblies of such compressors and gas blowers. These compressors and gas blowers have 
a pressure ratio between 2:1 and 6:1 and are made of. or lined with, materials resistant to 
UF,. 

5.3.4. Rotary shaft seals 

Especially designed or prepared vacuum seals, with seal feed and seal exhaust connections. 
for sealing the shaft connecting the compressor or the gas blower rotor with the driver motor 
so as to ensure a reliable seal against in-leaking of air into the inner chamber of the 
compressor or gas blower which is filled with UFe. Such seals are normally designed for a 
buffer gas m-leakage rate of less than Ю00 cnV/mm (60 in3/min). 

5.3.5. Heat exchangers for cooling UF, 

Especially designed or prepared heat exchangers made of or lined with UF,-resistant 
matenals (except stainless steel) с with copper or any combination of those metals, and 
intended for a leakage pressure change rate of less than 10 Pa (0.0015 psi) per hour under a 
pressure difference of 100 kPa (15 psi). 
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5.4. Especially designed or prepared auxiliary systems, equipment and components for 
use in gaseous diffusion enrichment 

NTROCUCTCRY NOTE 

*>e auxiliary systems eouioment ana components tcr gaseous oittusion enncr.meni ctancs are the systems ot ciant 
-eeoea to reed uF, re ¡ne gaseous affusion assemoiv to ипк ¡ne marviduai assemones ю eacn otner reform cascaaes 
zr staaesi to aiiow tor crogressrveiy mgner enríenmenos ала to extract me "croocc:' ar.a 'tails' LIF, from trie c.ttusion 

cascades Because ot Tie nign men.iai oroceroes or citfusion cascaaes. any interruption m their operation, ало esoeciairv 
•neir snut-aown eacs to serious canseauences Therefore, a stria ana constant maintenance ot vacuum in ail 
tecnnoioqicai systems, automatic crotecoon trcm accicents. ana crease automated regulation ot trie gas rlow « ot 
mcortance in a gaseous affusion cent. Ail this :eaas to a neea to equip trie plant with a large numoer ot special 
measuring, reguiaong ana controlling systems 

Normally UF< >s evaocrateo from cylinders placed witnin autoclaves ana is distriDutea in gaseous form to trte entry point 
by way ot cascaos header pipeworn The 'proouct* ana tails' UF, gaseous streams flowing from ent ponts are pas san 
by way of cascaae header pioeworK to either ccid laps or to compression stations wnere the UF, gas e liquefied poor 
to onwara transfer into suitable containers tor transportation or storage. Because a gaseous diffusion enncftmant plant 
consists of a large numoer ot gaseous diffusion assemoiies arranged in cascaaes. глете are many totomeers of 
cascade header pipewom. incorporating thousands ot welds with substantial amounts ot repenon ot layout The 
equipment, components and piping systems are tabneated to very high vacuum and cleanliness standares. 

5.4.1. Feed systems/product and tails withdrawal systems 

Especially designed or prepared process systems, capable of operating at pressures of 300 
kPa (45 psi) or less. Including: 

Feed autoclaves (or systems), used for passing UF6 to the gaseous diffusion cascades: 
Desublimers (or cold traps) used to remove UF, from diffusion cascades: 
Liquefaction stations where UF, gas from the cascade is compressed and cooled to form 
liquid UF6; 
"Product" or "tails" stations used for transfernng UF, into containers. 

5.4.2. Header piping systems 

Especially designed or prepared piping systems and header systems for handling UF, within 
the gaseous diffusion cascades. This piping network is normally of the "double" header 
system with each cell connected to each of the headers. 

5.4.3. Vacuum systems 

(a) Especially designed or prepared large vacuum manifolds, vacuum headers and vacuum 
pumps having a suction capacity of 5 m3/min (175 ft3/min) or more. 

(b) Vacuum pumps especially designed for service in UF,-bearing atmospheres made of. or 
lined with, aluminium, nickel, or alloys bearing more than 60% nickel. These pumps may be 
either rotary or positive, may have displacement and fluorocarbon seals, and may have 
special working fluids present. 

5.4.4. Special shut-off and control valves 

Especially designed or prepared manual or automated shut-off and control bellows valves 
made of UF^-resistant materials with a diameter of 40 to 1500 mm (1.5 to 59 in) for installation 
m mam and auxiliary systems of gaseous diffusion enrichment plants. 



5.4.5. UFe mass spectrometers/ion sources 

Especially designed or prepared magnetic or quadrupole mass spectrometers capable of 
taking "on-line" samples of feed, product or tails, from UF, gas streams and having all of the 
following characteristics: 

1. Unit resolution for atomic mass unit greater than 320; 

2. Ion sources constructed of or lined with nichrome or monel or PIC el plated; 

3. Electron bombardment ionization sources; 

4. Collector system suitable for isotopic analysis. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The items listed above either com* into direct contact with the UF» process gas or directly control the (low withm the 
cascade. All surfaces which come into contact with the process gas are wholly made of. or lined wrth. UF(-resistant 
materials. For the purposes of the sections relating to gaseous diffusion items the materials resetant t> corrosion by UF, 
indude stainless steel, aluminium, aluminium alloys, alunwium onde, nickel or alloys containing 60% or more nickel and 
UF,-resetant fully fluonnated hydrocarbon polymers. 

5.5. Especially designed or prepared systems, equipment and components for use in 
aerodynamic enrichment plants. 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

tn aerodynamic enrichment processes, a mixture of gaseous UF, and light gas (hydrogen or helium) « compressed and 
then passed through separating elements wherein isotopic separation is accomplished by the generator, of high 
centrifugal forces over a curved-wall geometry. ТУЮ processas of this type have been successfully developed: tie 
separation nozzle procesa and the vortex tubs process. For both processes the main components of a separation stage 
include cylindrical vessels housing the special separation elements (nozzles or vortex tubes), gas compressors and 
heat exchangers to remove the heat of compression. An aerodynamic plant requires a number of these stages, so that 
quantities can provide an important indication of end use. Since aerodynamic processes use UF,, all equipment pipeto» 
and instrumentation surfaces (that come in contact with the gas) must be made of materials that remain stable In contact 
with UF,. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The items listad in this section either come into direct contact with the UF , process gas or directly control the flow within 
the cascade. All surfaces which come into contact with the process gas are wholly made of or protected by UF,-
resistant materials. For the purposes of the section relatinq to aerodynamic enrichment items, the materials resistant to 
corrosion by UF, include copper, stainless steel, aluminium, aluminium alloys, nickel or alloys containing 60% or -тюте 
nickel and UF(-resistant fully fluorinated hydrocarbon polymers. 

5.5.1. Separation nozzles 

Especially designed or prepared separation nozzles and assemblies thereof. The separation 
nozzles consist of slit-shaped, curved channels having a radius of curvature less than 1 mm 
(typically 0.1 to 0.05 mm), resistant to corrosion by UF, and having a knife-edge within the 
nozzle that separates the gas flowing through the nozzle into two fractions. 

5.5.2. Vortex tubes 

Especially designed or prepared vortex tubes and assemblies thereof. The vortex tubes are 
cylindrical or tapered, made of or protected by materials resistant to corrosion by UFe, having 
a diameter of between 0.5 cm and 4 cm, a length to diameter ratio of 20:1 or less and with 
one or more tangential inlets. The tubes may be equipped with nozzle-type appendages at 
either or both ends. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The feed gas enters the vortex tube tangentialfy at one ana or through swirl vanes or at numerous tangential positions 
along the periphery ol the tube. 
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5.5.3. Compressors and gas blowers 
Especially designed or prepared axiai. centrfugai or positive displacement compressors or 
gas Diowers maae 01 or protected by materials resistant to corrosion by UFe and with a 
suction volume capacity of 2 nv mm or more ot UF.'carner gas (hydrogen or helium) mixture 

EXPLANATORY NCTE 

">ese compressors ала gas oiow9rs tyoicaiiv nave a cressure ratio Between t 2 t ana 6 1 

5.5.4. Rotary shah seals 
Especially designed or prepared rotary shaft seals, with seal feed and seal exhaust 
connections, for sealing the shaft connecting the compressor rotor or the gas blower rotor 
with the driver motor so as to ensure a reliable sea! against out-leakage ot process gas or in-
leakage of air or seal gas into the inner chamber ot the compressor or gas blower which is 
filled with a UFffcarner gas mixture. 

5.5.5. Heat exchangers for gas cooling 

Especially designed or prepared heat exchangers made of or protected by materials resistant 
to corrosion by UFe. 

5.5.6. Separation element housings 

Especially designed or prepared separation element housings, made of or protected by 
materials resistant to corrosion by UF5, for containing vortex tubes or separation nozzles. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These housings ,nay be cylindrical vessels greater man 300 mm m diameter and greater man 900 mm in length, or may 
be rectangular vessels ot comparable dimensions, ала may be designed tor horizontal or vertical mstaliaoon. 

5.5.7. Feed systems/product and tails withdrawal systems 

Especially designed or prepared process systems or equipment for enrichment plants made 
of or protected by rr.aterials resistant to corrosion by UF6, including: 

(a) Feed autoclaves, ovens, or systems used for passing UF6 to the enrichment process; 

(b) Desublimers (or cold traps) used to remove UFS from the enrichment process for 
subsequent transfer upon heating; 

(c) Solidification or liquefaction stations used to remove UFe tram the enrichment process by 
compressing and converting UFe to a liquid or solid form; 

(d) 'Product' or tails' stations used for transferring UF6 into containers. 

5.5.8. Header piping systems 

Especially designed or prepared header piping systems, made of or protected by materials 
resistant to corrosion by UFS. for handling UF, within the aerodynamic cascades. This piping 
network is normally of the double' header design with each stage or group of stages 
connected to each of the headers. 
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5.5.9. Vacuum systems and pumps 

(a) Especially designed or prepared vacuum systems having a suction capacity of 5 m Jmm 
or more, consisting of vacuum manifolds, vacuum headers ana vacuum pumps, and designed 
for service in UF5-beanng atmosoheres. 

(b) Vacuum pumos especially designed or preoarea for service m UFe-beanng atmosoneres 
and made of or protected bv materials resistant to corrosion by UFr. These pumos may use 
fluorocaroon seats ana special worxmg riuias. 

5.5.10. Special shut-off and control valves 

Especially designed or prepared manual or automated shut-off and contre! bellows vaives 
maae ot or protected by materials resistant to corrosion by UF6 with a diameter ot 40 to 1500 
mm for installation in main and auxiliary systems of aerodynamic enrichment plants. 

5.5.11. UF, mass spectrometers/Ion sources 

Especially designed or prepared magnetic or quaorupole mass spectrometers capable of 
taking 'on-line' samples ot feed, 'product' or tails', from UFt gas streams and having all of the 
following charactenstics: 

1. Unit resolution for mass greater than 320; 

2. Ion sources constructed of or lined with nichrome or monel or nickel plated: 

3. Electron bombardment ionization sources; 

4. Collector system suitable far isotopic analysis. 

5.5.12. UF^carrier gas separation systems 
i 

Especially designed or prepared process systems for separating UF, from earner gas 
(hydrogen or helium). 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These systems are designees to reduce me UF, content m me earner gas to i ppm or less and may incorpora» 
equipment suenas: 

(a) Cryogenic neat exchangers and cryoseparators capaole of temperatures of -120 'С or less, ot 

(b) Cryogenic refrigeration units сасаые ot temperatures of -120 'С or less, or 

(c) Separation nozzle or vortex tube unis for me separation of UF. from earner gas. or 

id) UF4 cold traps capable ot temperatures ot -20 *C or less. 

5.6. Especially designed or prepared systems, equipment and components for use in 
chemical exchange or ion exchange enrichment plants. 
INTR00UCTORY NOTE 

The slight difference m mass between me isotopes of uranium causes small changes m chemical reaction equAbna mat 
can be used as a base for separation of me isotopes Two processes nave been successfully developed: Itqutd-hqwd 
chemical exchange and soiid-iiqtiid ion exchange. 

In me iiquKHiquid chemical exchange process, immisobte liquid phases (aqueous and organic) are oountsrourmntry 
contacted to give the cateadme effect of thousands or separation sages. The aqueous phase о з л и в of uranium 
спитое in hydrochionc actd soiuoon: me organic phase consisa of an extradant conommq uranium chloride in an 
organic solvent. The contactors employed In me separation cascade can м nqmd-i«ua exchange columns (sucn as 
pueeo cotumns with sieve piaiat) or liquid cenwfugai contactors. Chemical conversions (oxjdaoon and reducson) are 
required at bom ends of the separasun cascade m order to provide for me reflux requirement at each end. A major 
design concern is to avoid contaminason of the process streams w»m certain metal юл* Plaste. piatoe-Nned (including 
use ot fluorocaroon polymers) and/or glass-lined columns and piping are therefore used. 
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In the solid-liquid ran-excriange process, enrichment is accomplished by uranium adsorpoorvdesorption on a speaal. 
very fast-acong. юл-ехспапде resm or adsorbent A solution of uranium in hydrochloric acid and other chemical agents 
is passed through cylindrical enrichment columns containing packed beds of the adsorbent. For a continuous process, a 
reflux system is necessary to release the uranium from the adsorbent back Into the liquid How so that 'product: and tails' 
can De collected This is accomplished wt t h the use of suitable reducaon/oxidaoon chemical agents that are fully 
regenerated in separate external circuits and that may oe partially regenerated within me tsotopic separation columns 
themselves The presence of hot concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions in the process requires that the equipment be 
maoe ol or protected by speaal corrosion-resistant materials. 

5.6.1. Liquid-liquid exchange columna(Chemical exchange) 

Countercurrent liquid-liquid exchange columns having mechanical power input (i.e., pulsed 
columns with sieve plates, reciprocating plate columns, and columns with internal turbine 
mixers), especially designed or prepared for uranium enrichment using the chemical 
exchange process. For corrosion resistance to concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions, these 
columns and their internals are made of or protected by suitable plastic materials (such as 
fluorocarbon polymers) or glass. The stage residence time of the columns is designed to be 
short (30 seconds or less). 

5.6.2. Liquid-liquid centrifugal contactors (Chemical exchange) 

Liquid-liquid centrifugal contactors especially designed or prepared for uranium enrichment 
using the chemical exchange process. Such contactors use rotation to achieve dispersion of 
the organic and aqueous streams and then centrifugal force to separate the phases. For 
corrosion resistance to concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions, the contactors are made of 
or are lined with suitable plastic materials (such as fluorocarbon polymers) or are lined with 
glass. The stage residence time of the centrifugal contactors is designed to be short (30 
seconds or less). 

5.6.3. Uranium reduction systems and equipment (Chemical exchange) 
(a) Especially designed or prepared electrochemical reduction cells to reduce uranium from 
one valence state to another for uranium enrichment using the chemical exchange process. 
The cell materials in contact with process solutions must be corrosion resistant to 
concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The cell cathodic compartment must be designed to prevent re-oxidauon of uranium to its higher valence state. To keep 
the uranium in (he cathodic compartment, the cell may have an impervious diaphragm memùran» constructed of special 
cation exchange material. The cathode consists of a suitable solid conductor such as graphite. 

(b) Especially designed or prepared systems at the product end of the cascade for taking 
the U" out of the organic stream, adjusting the acid concentration and feeding to the 
electrochemical reduction cells. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These systems consist of solvent extraction equipment for stripping the U*4 from the organic stream into an aqueous 
solution, evaporation and/or other equipment to accomplish solution pH adjustment and control, and pumps or other 
transfer devices tor feeding to the electrochemical reduction cells. A major design concern is to avoid contamination of 
the aqueous stream with certain metal ions. Consequently, for those parts m contact with the process stream, flie 
system is constructed of equipment made of or protected by suitable materials (such as glass, fluorocarbon polymers, 
polyphsnyl sulfate, polyether sulfone. and resin-impregnated graphite). 
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5.6.4. Feed preparation systems (Chemical exchange) 

Especially designed or prepared systems for producing high-purity uranium chloride teed 
solutions tor chemical exchange uranium isotope separation plants. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These systems consist at dissolution, solvent extraction ana/or юл exchange equipment tor punhcanon and electrolytic 
ceils tor reducing trie uranium u"; or U*" to I T 4 These systems produce uranium chloride solutions having only a tew 
parts per muiico ot metallic imounaes such as chromium, iron, vanadium, molybdenum and other bivalent or higher multi
valent canons .tatenais ot construction tor portions ot me system processing high-punty U - ) include glass, tluorocaroon 
polymers, poiy -nenyi sulfate or polyether suitone piasociined and resin-impregnated graphite. 

5.6.5. Uranium oxidation systems (Chemical exchange) 

Especially designed or prepared systems for oxidation of U*3 to 1И for return to the uranium 
isotope separation cascade in the chemical exchange enrichment process. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These systems may incorporate equipment such as: 

(a) Equipment tor contacting chlorine and oxygen with the aqueous effluent from the isotope separation equipment 
and extracting the resultant U*4 into the stripped organic stream returning from the product end ot the cascade, 

(b) Equipment that separates water from hydrochloric acid so that the water and the concentrated hydrochloric add 
may be reintroduced to the process at the proper locations. 

5.6.6. Fast-reacting ion exchange resins/adsorbents (ion exchange) 

Fast-reacting ion-exchange resins or adsorbents especially designed or prepared for uranium 
enrichment using the ion exchange process, including porous macroreticular resins, and/or 
pellicular structures in which the active chemical exchange groups are limited to a coating on 
the surface of an inactive porous support structure, and other composite structures in any 
suitable form including particles or fibers. These ion exchange resins/adsorbents have 
diameters of 0.2 mm or less and must be chemically resistant to concentrated hydrochloric 
acid solutions as well as physically strong enough so as not to degrade in the exchange 
columns. The resins/adsorbents are especially designed to achieve very fast uranium isotope 
exchange kinetics (exchange rate half-time of less than 10 seconds) and are capable of 
operating at a temperature in the range of 100°C to 200°C. 

5.6.7. Ion exchange columns (Ion exchange) 

Cylindrical columns greater than 1000 mm in diameter for containing and supporting packed 
beds of ion exchange resin/adsorbent, especially designed or prepared for uranium 
enrichment using the ion exchange process. These columns are made of or protected by 
materials (such as titanium or fluorocarbon plastics) resistant to corrosion by concentrated 
hydrochloric acid solutions and are capable of operating at a temperature in the range of 
100°C to 200"C and pressures above 0.7 MPa (102 psia). 

5.6.8. Ion exchange reflux systems (Ion exchange) 

(a) Especially designed or prepared chemical or electrochemical reduction systems tor 
regeneration of the chemical reducing agent(s) used in ion exchange uranium enrichment 
cascades. 

(b) Especially designed or prepared chemical or electrochemical oxidation systems for 
regeneration of the chemical oxidizing agent(s) used in ion exchange uranium enrichment 
cascades. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

"be ion excnange enncnment process mav use. tor examoie. mvaient titanium ( П ° ! as a reaiung caoon in «men case 
the reoucDon system would regenerate Fi-1 t y reducing П~* 

The process mav use. for example, tnvannt iron iFe"1) as an oxidant m wn<cn case me оххзаооп system would 
regenerate Fe'J uy oxioizing Fe'¿ 

5.7. Especially designed or prepared systems, equipment and components for use in laser-
based enrichment plants. 

iNTROOUCTORY NOTE 

Present systems tor enrichment orocesses using tasen tall into two categories: mose m wnicn tna process medium в 
atomic uranium vaoor and mose m wnicn trie process medium is trie vapor ot a uranium concoure, common 
nomenclature tor sucn processes include: first category • atomic vaoor laser eotooe separation (AVUS or SILVA); 
second category - molecular laser isotope separation i MUS or MOUS) and chemical reaction ey aotope selective laser 
acavaoon (CRISLA). The systems, equipment and componen» lor laser enrichment ptams embrace: (a) aeroes в Med 
uranium-mstai vapor (tor selective pnotMMuzaoon) or devices to feed trie vapor ot a uraraum compound (lor pnoto-
disscoaoon or cnemicai activasen): (b) devices to collect enriched and depleted uranium metal i s producf and tais' m 
3ie first category, and devices to collect dissociated or reacted compounds as prooucr and unaflecSH rnaanei as "tais' 
m me second category; (c) process laser systems to selectively excite me игапмт-235 speoae: and (d) feed 
preparation and product conversan equipment. The complexity ot me spectroscopy ot uranium atoms and compounds 
may require incorporation ot any of a numoer ot avaiiaole laser tacnnologies. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Mam/ of tne items listed in mis section come into direct contact wrtfi uranium metal vapor or liquid or witi process gas 
conssang of UF, or a mixture of UP, and other gases. All surfaces mat come m e contact with (he uraraum or UF, are 
wholly made of or protected by corrosxxwesatant materials. For the purposes of the section relaJng to laser-oaesd 
ermchment rtems. tne materials resistant to corrosion by tne vapor or Dquri of uranium met») or unre in aeoys ixsude 
yttna-coaajd qrapfate and tantalum: and the materials resistant to cernean by UF, include copper, stainsses steal. 
alurrunum. aluminum alloys, nickel or alloys coi.airung 60 % or more nickel and UF,-rese>tsnt fully fluomatsd 
hydrocarbon polymers. 

5.7.1. Uranium vaporization systems (AVUS) 

Especially designed or prepared uranium vaporization systems which contain high-power strip 
or scanning electron beam guns with a delivered power on the target of more than 2.5 kW/cm. 

5.7.2. Liquid uranium metal handling systems (AVUS) 
Especially designed or prepared liquid metal handling systems for molten uranium or uranium 
alloys, consisting of crucibles and cooling equipment for the crucibles. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The crucibles «nd other paru ot' this system that come into contact with molten unnium or urinium alloys arc made of 
or protected by materials ot suitable corrosion and heat resistance. Suitable materials include tantalum, yttria-coated 
graphite, graphite coated with other rare earth oxides or mixtures thereof. 

5.7.3. Uranium metal 'product' and 'tails' collector assemblies (AVLIS) 

Especially designed or prepared 'product' and 'tails' collector assemoiies for uranium metal in 
liquid or solid form. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Components tor mese assemoiies are made ot or protected by materials resistant to me neat and corrosen of uranium 
metal vapor or nguid (sucn as vtma-coated grapnite or tan>a;um) ало may include pipes, valves, fittings, gutters', feed-
ïirougns. neat exenangers and conecto/ platas tor magnetic, electrostatic or otner separation methods. 
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5.7.4. Separator module housings (AVUS) 

Especially designed or prepared cylindrical or rectangular vessels for containing Cie uranium 
metal vapor source, the electron beam gun. and the "product' and tails' collectors. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These housings nave mulBoliatv or cons tor electrical and water teeo-ttirougns. laser oeam windows, vacuum pumo 
connections and instrumentation diagnostics ало monitoring. They nave provisions tor opening ana cosur* to allow 
refurbishment oí internal components. 

5.7.5. Supersonic expansion nozzles (MUS) 

Especially designed or prepared supersonic expansion nozzles for cooling mixtures of UF, 
and carrier gas to 150 К or less and which are corrosion resistant to UF8. 

5.7.6. Uranium pentafluoride product collectors (MUS) 

Especially designed or prepared uranium pentafluonde (UF.) solid product collectors 
consisting of filter. :mpact, or cyclone-type collectors, or combinations thereof, and which are 
corrosion resistant to the UFj/UF, environment. 

5.7.7. UFj/carrter gas compressors (MUS) 

Especially designed or prepared compressors for UF/carrier gas mixtures, designed for long 
term operation in a UF, environment. The components of these compressors that come into 
contact with process gas are made of or protected by materials resistant to corrosion by UFe. 

5.7.8. Rotary shaft seáis (MUS) 

Especially designed or prepared rotary shaft seals, with seal feed and seal exhaust 
connections, for sealing the shaft connecting the compressor rotor with the driver motor so as 
to ensure a reliable seal against out-leakage of process gas or in-leakage of air or seal gas 
into the inner chamber of the compressor which is filled with a UF^carher gas mixture. 

5.7.9. Fluorination systems (MLIS) 

Especially designed or prepared systems for fluorinating UF, (solid) to UF, (gas). 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These systems are designed to fluonnate the collected UF, powder to UF , (or subsequent coiiesoon in product 
containers or for transfer as feed to MUS units for additional enncnment in one approach, the fluonnason reaction may 
be accomplished within the воюем separation system to react and recover directly off the product collectors. In another 
approach, the UF, powder may be removed/transferred from the 'product collectors into a suitable reecoon vessel (e.g., 
fluidlied-toed reactor, screw reactor or flame tower) for fluonnascn. In both approacnes. equipment for storage WW 
transfer of fluonne (or other suitable fluorinaong agents) and for collection and transfer of UF ( are used. 

5.7.10. UF, mass spectrometers/ion sources (MUS) 
especially designed or prepared magnetic or quadrupole mass spectrometers capable of 
taking on-line' samples of feed, 'product' or tails', from UF, gas streams and having all of the 
following characteristics: 

1. Unit resolution for mass greater than 320; 

2. Ion sources constructed of or lined with nichrome or monel or nickel plated; 
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1 ¡r.ectron Dcmoarament ionization sources: 

- Collector system suitable tor isotooic analysis. 

5.7.11. Feed systems/product ana tails withdrawal systems (MUS) 

Ecaeciailv aesiqnea or creoarea crccess svstems cr eauiomem for enncnment plants maae 
or or Droteaea oy materials resistant to ccrrosicn cy UF,, inciuaing: 

ai Feea autoclaves, ovens, cr svstems usea rcr cassmg UF, to tne enncnment process: 

;b) DesuDlimers (or ccid traDS) usea to remove UFS from tne enncnment process 'от 
suoseauent transter upon neating; 

{О Solidification or liquetaaion stations used to remove UF, from trie enncnment process Dy 
compressing ana convening UF5 to a liauid or said form; 

(d) 'Product' or tails' stations usea for transferring UFS into containers. 

5.7.12. UFr carrier gas separation systems (MUS) 

Especially designed or prepared process systems tor separating UFS from earner gas. Trie 
earner gas may be nitrogen, argon, or otner gas. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Theee sysmm» may .incorporate eouioment sucn as: 

(a) Cryogenic neat exenangers or cryoseoarators caoas» or (amoanuurw of -120 'C or lesa, or 

(b) Cryogenic refrigeration unis capaoie ot temperatures of -120 *C or laaa, or 

(c) UF, cold traps capante of temperatures ot -20*C or less. 

5.7.13. Laser systems (AVUS, MUS and CR(SLA) 

Lasers or laser systems especially designed or prepared for the separation of uranum 
isotopes. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The laser system юг tne A V Lis process usunly consist» oi two lasen: a copper vipor laser and a dye laser. The luer aynem 
for MLÍS usueilv consisu oi з C O j or cxcimer laser ana a muin-oaii ociicaJ cell wito revolving minan ai boüi ende. Lucre 

cr laser système tor both processes reauire a soectrum frequency suoiiizer l'or opération over extended période ot" time. 
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The lawn ana laser comoonents ui imoonance ш lascr-oiscii ennciunent processes include tnt followtm;: 

Lasers, user amplifiers, ana oscillators as lollows: 

а i Cooper v joor lasers wiin 40 W пГ mater avcratx auioui power operating at waveicntuu between 300 nm ana 600 run: 

b i Arson ion users •> im zreater Lian -;W iveraae ouiout oower oocratin? at waveienruts Between 400 ran ana i 15 r.m: 

:. Neoavrmum-ooDea lomerir.an sussi users as lotions: 

15 r.avm? an output uaveiengtn oetween r-.-O nm ana I ¡CO nm. ceint puuc-exciicd ало Q-switcned wiui a cuise 

juration eouai to or greater man i ns. havini either ot Lie following : 

i) A sinzie-transverse mode output havmf in average output power exceeding 40W-. 

b) A muumle-transverse moae output having an average outout power exeeeotnt JÛVV: 

• Z) operating it a waveienctn Between 1000 tun 1100 nm ana incorponaung frequency doubling giving an ouput 

uavelenitn between iûO nm and 550 nm with in avant* power at the doubled frequency (new wavelength) ot 

greater man 40W: 

(d> Tunable pulseo i-nete-mooe ave oscillators capaole ot an average power output oí greater than 1 W. a repetition rate 

greater than 1 kHz. a pulse iesi than 100 ns. and a wavelength between ¿00 nm and 100 nm; 

(e) Tunable pulsed dye laser arrœimer» and oscillators, except «infle mod* oscillators, with an average, power output 

of greater than ¿0 W. a repetition rate greater than 1 kHz. a puts* width lets than 100 ns. and a wavelaagth between 

300 nm end 800 nm: 

(0 Alexandrin laser» with a bandwidth of 0.005 rnn or les*, a repetition rata of greater than 125 Hz. and an average 

power output frutar than JO W operating at wavelength! between 720 nm and 100 nnu 

(j) Pulsed carbon dioxide laaers with a repetition raw greater than ¿50 Hz. an average power output of greater than 

500 W. and a pulse of less than 200 as operating at wavelengths between 9000 nm and 11,000 nm; 

NB. This specification is not inundad to control lit* higher power (typically 1 to 5 kW) industrial C O t laser* used 

in applicauons suen as cutting and welding, as the** latter lasers a n either conuauous wave or are puisse) 

«IÜI a puice width more than 200 ra. 

(h) Pulsed excimer lasers iXeF. XcCI. KrF) with a repetition rale greater than ¿50 Hi and an avente power output of 

¡rester than 500 W operating at wavelengths ot between --Í0 and joO nm: 

li) Para-hvdrogen Raman shiners designed to operate at 16 um output wavelength and at a repetition rate greater than 

: i 0 HZ. 

Especially designed or prepared systems, equipment ana components for use in 
piasma separation enncrment plants. 
iNTHOoucTcav NOTE 

In the plasma «paraiion process, a plasma of uranium ions passes through an electric field tuned to the U i U ion resonance 

frequency so thai ilwy prcferenimllv absorb energy and increase the diametfr of iheir cort*cr»w-lik« orbits. Ion* with a 

largoKiiaincier pain are irapped ю produce a product enriched in I 3 i U . The plasma, which is mad* by ionizing uranium vapor. 
и coniaincd m a vacuum «hainbur wult a h.çh-.ircngui magnetic field produced by a superconducting magnet. Th« mam 

lechnoioeical kvsicn» oi ihc pro«»s include ihe uranium plasma generation system, the separator module with superconducting 

magnet, and metal removal sy>ieins Mr ihe collection of producl' and 'tails'. 
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3.8.1. Microwave power sources and antennae 
Esoecially designed or Dreoarea microwave power sources ana antennae for producing or 
acceieraing ions ano having trie following charactenstics: greater man 30 GHz frequency ano 
greater than SO kW mean power outDui for юп proauction. 

5.8.2. Ion excitation colls 

Especially designea or prepared radio treauency ;on excitation cc;:s /or freouencies of more 
than 100 kHz ano caoaole or hanaling more than 40 kW mean power. 

5.8.3. Uranium plasma generation systems 

Especially designed or prepared systems for the generation of uranium plasma, which may 
contain high-power strip or scanning electron oeam guns with a delivered power on the target 
of more than 2.5 kW/cm. 

5.8.4. Liquid uranium metal handling systems 
Especially designed or prepared liquid metal handling systems for molten uranium or uranium 
alloys, consisting of crucibles and cooling equipment for the crucibles. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The crucible! and other paru of this system thai come into contact with molten uranium or uranium ailoyi an mad* of 
or protected by materials of suitable corrosion and heat resistance. Suitable materials include tantalum, yttria-coaled 
graphite, graphite coated with uther rare earh oxides or mixtures thereof. 

5.8.5. Uranium metal 'product* and tails' collector assemblies 

Especially designed or prepared 'product* and tails' collector assemblies for uranium metal in 
solid form. These collector assemblies are made of or protected by materials resistant to the 
heat and corrosion of uranium metal vapor, such as yttria-coated graphite or tantalum. 

5.8.6. Separator module housings 

Cylindrical vessels especially designed or prepared for use in plasma separation enrichment 
plants for containing the uranium plasma source, radio-frequency drive coil and the 'product' 
and tails' collectors. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

These Housing» nave a muiopliaty ot pore for electrical feed-tnrougne. diffusion pumo connecter»» and лаашмпавяп 
diagnostics ana monitoring. They nave» provisions (or opening and closure to allow lor refuroeanment ot internal 
componente and ara constructed of a suitable nen-magntoe maten* sijen as stainless steel. 

5.9. Especially designed or prepared systems, equipment and components for use in 
electromagnetic enrichment plants. 
INTHOPUCTORY NOTE 

in me electromagnetic process, uranium metal ions produced oy tontaoon of a sait read material (typsakV UCI) a n 
accelerated and passed mroogn a magnetic field mat has me effect of causing tne ions of different aoepee ю fooow 
différant patfts. The major compenenm ot an electromagnetic новое separator induce: a magneec nstf tor юл-оеат 
diversiorveeparaoon ot tne isotspac. an юп source witn is acceleration system, and a coileceon system for fts 
separated tons. Аияиагу systems for ma process include tne magnet power supply system, tue юл source wgh-vottape 
power supply system, me vacuum system, ало extensive enemieal handling systems for recovery of product and 
cJeanmo/recyama ot components. 
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5.9.1. Electromagnetic isotope separators 

Electromagnetic isotope separators especially designed or prepared for the separation or 
uranium isotopes, and equipment ana components therefor, including: 

(a) ¡on sources 

Especially designed or prepared single or multiple uranium ion sources consisting of a vapor 
source, ionizer, and beam accelerator, constructed of suitable materials sucn as graphite, 
stainless steel, cr copper, and capable of providing a total ion beam current of 50 mA or 
greater. 

(b) Ion collectors 

Collector plates consisting of two or more slits and pockets especially designed or prepared 
for collection of enriched and depleted uranium ion beams and constructed of suitable 
materials such as graphite or stainless steel. 

(c) Vacuum housings 

Especially designed or prepared vacuum housings for uranium electromagnetic separators, 
constructed of suitable non-magnetic materials such as stainless steel and designed for 
operation at pressures of 0.1 Pa or lower. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The housings are specially designed to contain the ton sources, collector plates and water-cooled liners and have 
proveen for diffusion pump connections and opening and closure tor removal and reinstallation of these component» 

(d) Magnet pole pieces 

Especially designed or prepared magnet pole pieces having a diameter greater than 2 m 
used to maintain a constant magnetic field within an electromagnetic isotope separator and to 
transfer the magnetic field between adjoining separators. 

5.9.2. High voltage power supplies 

Especially designed or prepared high-voltage power supplies for ion sources, having all of the 
following characteristics: capable of continuous operation, output voltage of 20,000 V or 
greater, output current of 1 A or greater, and voltage regulation of better than 0.01% over a 
time period of 8 hours. 

5.9.3. Magnet power supplies 

Especially designed or prepared high-power, direct current magnet power supplies having all 
of the following characteristics: capable of continuously producing a current output of 500 A or 
greater at a voltage of 100 V or greater and with a current or voltage regulation better than 
0.01% over a period of 8 hours. 
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